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Paper on Unfair Trading Practices in the B2B food and non-food supply chain in Europe 
(COM(2013)/37) 
 
Finnish Food and Drink Industries’ Federation, ETL, is a member of FoodDrinkEurope and the Euro-
pean Brands Association AIM. Both of the European associations have given their comprehensive 
input to the questions raised in the Green Paper. With this paper, ETL gives its contribution to the 
questions 1-15. 
 
A. The concept of Unfair Trading Practices 
 

1. Do you agree with the definition of UTPs given in the Green Paper? 
Finnish Food and Drink Industries’ Federation (ETL) agrees with the definition described in 
the Green Paper. 
 

2. Is the concept of UTPs recognized in your Member State? If yes, please explain how. 
The concept is not recognized in Finland. However, there are studies and actions taken by 
the Finnish Government with an attempt to enhance competition and tackle the possible un-
fair trading practices in the Finnish food supply chain.  
 
In January 2012 the Finnish Competition Authority (FCA) published a study1 on buying power 
in the grocery retail market. According to the study, retailers use their firm position with re-
spect to suppliers in several ways that may be considered questionable for sound and effec-
tive economic competition. When it comes to their interdependency and complex effects, the 
practices were deemed to be in a grey zone. 
 
In April 2012 the Finnish Government established a program for promoting healthy competi-
tion. One of the objectives of the program is to promote competition in the consumer goods 
retail sector. In September 2012, as a part of the program, the Finnish Government released 
a proposal to amend the Competition Act. According to the proposal, an operator in the Finn-
ish consumer goods retail sector is deemed to hold a dominant market position, if its market 
share exceeds 30 %.2 
 

3. In your view, should the concept of UTPs be limited to contractual negotiations or 
should they include the pro- and/or post-contractual phase as well? 
ETL finds it important to extend the concept of UTPs to pre- and post-contractual negotia-
tions, as UTPs can occur in any stage in the B2B retail supply chain.  
 

4. At what stage in the B2B retail supply chain can UTPs occur? 
UTPs can occur in any stage in the B2B retail supply chain. 
 

5. What do you think of the concept of “fear factor”? Do you share the assessment made 
above on this issue. Please explain. 
ETL shares the assessment made in the Green Paper. The fears of retaliation and commer-
cial sanctions, which may lead to the loss of income, are the most important factors why the 
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2 http://www.tem.fi/?89514_m=107828&l=en&s=2469 
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Finnish suppliers are not willing to take actions against or talk publicly about the UTPs. The 
result came out also in the survey conducted by FoodDrinkEurope and AIM in 2010.  
 

B. Examples of Unfair Trading Practices 
 

6. In your experience, to what extent and how often do UTPs occur in the food sector? At 
which stage of the commercial relationship do they mainly occur and in what way? 
According to the Finnish Competition Authority study, there are practices which are deemed 
to be in the grey zone in terms of sound and effective competition. This means that some of 
the practices, which were defined as UTPs in the Green Paper, are a permanent part of the 
retailer practices in Finland. The same result came also out in the Unfair Commercial Practic-
es study conducted by FoodDrinkEurope and AIM in 2010. 
 

7. Are UTPs present in non-food retail sectors as well? If so, please provide concrete ex-
amples. 
Finnish Food and Drink Industries’ Federation represents only food suppliers in Finland and 
therefore doesn’t have a view on this question. The FoodDrinkEurope/AIM survey showed 
however, that UTPs are present also in the grocery non-food sector. 
 

8. Do UTPs have an adverse impact in particular as regards the ability of your company 
to invest and innovate? 
According to the Finnish Competition Authority study, the gratuitous marketing allowances 
and transfer of risk practices are potentially more harmful for effective competition as individ-
ual phenomena. The widely occurring transfer of risk causes serious competition concerns to 
the suppliers. As a result of increasing uncertainty, supply and willingness to innovate de-
crease and there is pressure to raise prices as the higher risk manifests itself as increased 
expenses to the supplier, and production shall be adjusted accordingly.3  
 
The lack of sufficient data on consumer demand in the retail market also restricts the Finnish 
grocery suppliers’ ability to innovate and invest. 
 

9. Do UTPs affect consumers (e.g. through influencing prices, product choice or innova-
tion) 
According to the FCA study the phenomena that are potentially more harmful for effective 
competition might for example raise the price level and increase entry barriers for new en-
trants. The lack of sufficient data on consumer demand in the Finnish retail market is a barrier 
of innovation, which might also cause consumer harm in the long run. 
 

10. Do UTPs have an impact on EU cross-border trade? Do UTPs result in a fragmentation 
of the Single Market? If yes, please explain to what extend UTPs impact the ability of 
our company to trade cross border? 
n.a. 
 

C. Legal framework on UTPs 
 

11. Do the national regulatory/self-regulatory frameworks in place sufficiently address 
UTPs in some Member States? If not, why? 
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Currently there is neither regulatory nor self-regulatory framework in Finland. There is an at-
tempt to combat unfair trading practices by amending the Competition Act. The process is still 
ongoing in the Finnish Parliament. 
 

12. Is the lack of specific national regulatory/self-regulatory frameworks addressing UTPs 
a problem in jurisdictions where they do not exist? 
n.a. 
 

13. Do measures that seek to address UTPs have effects only on domestic markets of also 
on cross-border trade/provision of services? If so, please explain the impact on the 
ability of your company to trade cross-border. Do the differences between national 
regulatory/self-regulatory frameworks in place result in fragmentation of the Single 
Market? 
n.a. 
 

14. Do you consider further action should be taken at EU level? 
ETL is committed to support the voluntary framework for the implementation and enforcement 
of the Principles of Good Practice in the food supply chain. ETL believes that the voluntary 
framework adds value to the food supply chain and decreases the use of UTPs by increasing 
trust between the trading partners. ETL believes that the voluntary framework is more effi-
cient and flexible than a general, European wide regulation. Voluntary framework causes also 
less administrational burden to the stakeholders and society than a general regulation. 
 

15. Where it exists, does UTP regulation have a positive impact? Are there possible draw-
backs/concerns linked to introducing UTP regulation, for example by imposing unjusti-
fied restrictions to contractual freedom? Please explain. 
n.a. 

 
 

 
 


